
BY THE END OF YEAR 44

Work together... 
Help support your child’s learning by building a good relationship with your child’s teacher, 
finding out how your child is doing and working together to support their learning.

...they will be writing at curriculum level 2. 

Your child will be writing a variety of material 
to support their learning in all areas  
of the curriculum.

If  your child is meeting the Writing 
Standard by the end of  Year 4…  use their writing to think about, record 

and communicate experiences, ideas and 
information 

 write by themselves for different purposes

 know that their writing needs to be suited 
to the audience

 read and change their writing to improve 
it, most of the time

 notice mistakes and correct them in their 
writing (spelling, grammar, punctuation), 
most of the time

 publish their writing in a variety of ways 
including using computers, cameras, 
illustrations, and diagrams.

writing
The New Zealand Curriculum
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In this writing,  
the child has used: 

 the opening sentence to 
grab attention

 simple connecting words 
(“as”, “so”, “when”) to give 
the story flow and join the 
main events

 conversation, and their 
own thoughts written 
down, to help give the 
story a personal voice.

Writi
ng at this level might look like this:

To meet the standard  
your child will be learning to:
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SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD’S WRITING

Support your child... 
As parents, family and whänau you play a big part in your child’s learning 
every day, and you can support and build on what they learn at school too.

 Writing about their heroes, sports events,  
tïpuna (ancestors), hobbies and interests  
helps your child to stay interested in what  
they are writing about.

 Help your child to:

•	 leave messages in sand on the beach

•	 send a message in a bottle

•	 do code crackers, word puzzles, crosswords, 
word finds – these are all fun to do together.

 Make up a story or think of a pakiwaitara (legend) 
and act it out with costumes and music. Write down 
the names of the characters or tïpuna (ancestors).

 If you or someone in your family has  
a computer, encourage your child to  
use it to write, email and publish or  
print for pleasure (emails, birthday  
cards, poems, jokes, letters, pictures  
with captions). Or you could use a  
computer at the library.

Write for fun

 Get your child to talk  
about their writing  
and share it.

 Cut out words and letters  
to make stories, codes, poems, puzzles and more…

 Play word games together.

 Play with words. Thinking of interesting words and 
discussing new ones can help increase the words 
your child uses when they write – look words up 
in the dictionary or on the Internet or talk with 
family/whänau to find out more about where the 
words come from.

Write for a reason

 Get your child to help write the shopping 
list, invitation lists for family events, menus 
for special dinners, thank-you cards when 
someone does something nice.

 Postcards are a good size for a sentence  
or two and they are cheap to post, too.

 Have a special place  
to keep your child’s  
writing at home (notice  
board, fridge, folder).  
You might frame a  
piece of writing and  
hang it up, too.

Talk about your 
child’s writing

Talk about what your child 
writes. Be interested. 

If  you don’t understand 

what their story is about, 

ask them to tell you more 

about it. Use questions 
they will want to answer.

Keep writing fun and use any excuse you can think of  to encourage your child to write about anything, any time.

Be a role model. Show your 
child that you write for all 
sorts of  reasons. Let them 
see you enjoying writing. 
Write to them sometimes, 
too. You can use your first 
language – this helps your 

child’s learning, too.

AT HOME
WRITING
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